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The Binary GOLAY Code Obtained from an Extended Cyclic Code 
over IFs 
G. PASQUIER 
The binary image of an extended cyclic code over IF8 relatively to a self-dual basis of IF8 is the 
GOLAY code (24, 12, 8). 
INTRODUCTION 
The definitions and results used in this paper may be found in [ 4 ]. 
An (n, k, d) code over F = IF(2m) has length n, dimension k, minimum distance exactly d 
and is a subspace of Fn. 
Let IF8 be the galois field of order 8: IF8 = IF2(X)/(X3 +X+ 1); the cyclic codes of.length 7 
over IF8 are ideals in the ring of polynomials modulo (x 7 -1) and a generator polynomial 
g(x) is a divisor of 
.6 
x 
7 
-1= L (x-ai), 
i~O 
a is a primitive root of IF8 
A self-dual basis ofF= IF(2m) is a basis B in which: 
V(yi,'Yi)EB 2 ifi=j tr(ym)=1, ific/-j tr(ym)=O 
(tr is the trace of IF8 over IF2). 
So (a 3 , a 6 , a 5 ) is a self-dual basis of IFs. 
If (y0, ..• , 'Ym-1) is a basis F over IF2, then the binary image of a vector (Xt. ••• , Xn) E Fn, 
relatively to this basis is the mn-tuple obtained by mapping each xi into them-tuple of its 
coordinates, i.e. if we denote by (xt. . .. , Xn) =(xi) and that mapping by d we have: 
m-1 )
d: ( .L Xii'Yi ~ (XiO, ... , Xim-d, 
J~O 
It is easy to prove that if C(5 is a self-dual code over F, and if the basis is a self-dual basis, 
then d(C(i) is a self-dual code over IF2 • 
THE RESULT 
Let C(iiik be the cyclic code over IF8 generated by the polynomial g(x) = (x- a i) (x- ai) 
(x- a k). Denote by ~iik the extended code of C(iiik• i.e. obtained by adding to each vector 
a= (ao, .. . , a6) a new position a7 = Lf~o a; and denote C;ik the binary image of ~iik 
relatively to the self-dual basis of IF8 • 
THEOREM. The binary image of the extended Reed Solomon code ~ 123 relative to the 
self-dual basis ofiFs is the GOLAY code (24, 12, 8). 
OuTLINE OF THE PROOF. C(i123 has three consecutive roots and n = q -1, so it is a 
Reed Solomon code (7, 4, 4). Thus by [4, theorem 1, p. 296] c€123 is an (8, 4, 5) code; we can 
see that the vectors of the generator matrix of ~123 are orthogonal and then ~123 is a 
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self-dual code; so is C123 over IF 2 ; furthermore all codewords of the generator matrix of 
C123 have weight 8, so 4 divides the codeword weights of C123; thus the minimum weight of 
C123 is 8; C123 has the parameters of a GOLAY code (24, 12, 8), which is the only one with 
those parameters [3]. 
REMARKS 
Using the galois automorphisms, we can prove that the codes {C€iik• (i, j, k) E {(1, 3, 5), (1, 
4, 5), (2, 3, 6), (2, 4, 6), (4, 5, 6)}} are equivalent to C€ 123 and the binary image of their 
extended codes relatively to the self-dual basis are GOLAY codes. 
We find a binary image of codes over IF8 which have a good minimal weight in only one 
basis, the self-dual one; that is a partial answer to the problem set by MacWilliams [ 4, 
Problem 10.2]. 
There are contracted codes of GOLAY (24, 12, 8) over IF8 which are extended cyclics; 
Zinov'ev [2] obtained an extended cyclic contracted code of GOLAY over IF4. 
P. Camion [1] studied the autodual codes generated by an ideal of group algebra 
IF2 (1F2 m) and it is easy to demonstrate that his results can be generalised to IF2 r(IF2 m), i.e. we 
can find autodual codes which have in a self-dual basis a binary autodual image. J. 
Wolfmann has found that the binary image of an autodual code of this kind over IF8 (1F8 ) is 
the GOLAY code (24, 12, 8) [5]; those codes over IF8 are equivalent. 
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